Newcastle & Hunter Region GSDC Inc
Critiques Sunday Mike Bradley 28July 2019
LSC Bitches & Dogs
Junior Bitch LSC
Grading

Very Good

1st VLADIMIR ONCE YOU GO BLACK
Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag (Imp Deu) x Ch. Vladimir Just A Flirt
12 &1/2 mths 59.5cm Black and gold. Large. A bitch who presents a very good silhouette in stance
feminine and expressive. Firm and dry, medium eye colour, good masking. Well set neck of good length,
high withers, firm back. The length of croup is good but set slightly steep. Good length of upper arm that
ideally should more inclined. Very good top and underline. Very good hindquarter angulation. Broad wellmuscled thighs. Steps slightly wide going, hocks yet to firm. Nearly correct coming, elbows yet to close.
During movement she displays very good ground cover, very good balance, very good drive. Ideally the
wither attention should be a little higher and the reach a fraction freer.

Intermediate Bitch LSC
Gradings

1-3 Very Good

1st CH DUCLIFFE A WINTERS TALE
Ch Vablo Vom Osterberger-Land Ger.Ad.Ger.Bh.Ipo3(Imp Deu) x Ch Bramblegait Affair To Remember AZ
21 mths 60.5 cm Very large, praiseworthy type. She shows very good strength for her age. Still feminine
and expressive. Well set neck, high withers, firm back, ideally she should be a fraction dryer. Good mould
of croup, just a fraction short. The upper arm should be a fraction more inclined. Very good top and
underline. Very good hindquarter angulation with strong well-muscled thighs. Good proportions. Stands
correct in front where the pasterns should be firmer. She is well coloured with good pigmentation. Steps
wide going with hocks yet to fully firm. Nearly correct coming. She exhibits roomy powerful movement with
good reach but has a slight tendency to flatten over the top line. Well presented. Carries the tail with a cast.
2nd BABANGA TRINITY AZ
Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can x Ch Babanga Niobi AZ
22 mths 58cm Black and gold, just above medium, size medium strong. Well pigmented, well coloured,
feminine and expressive. Good mask, good eye colour, just slightly wide set ears. The neck should be
fraction longer, good wither, firm back, croup could ideally be a fraction longer. Very good fore and very
good hindquarter angulation. Just slightly short in under chest. Stand correct where the pasterns could be a
little firmer. Steps just slightly narrow going. She exhibits very good overall movement that is well balanced
with very good drive, good back transmission. However the reach should be freer and the wither attention a
fraction freer.
3rd CH. LINDENELM FANCY TICKLED PINK AZ
Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag (Deu) x Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne
22 & ½ mths 57cm Black and gold, middle size, middle strength, feminine bitch. Good overall expression,
however the eye could be a little darker. Normal wither, firm back, croup is just slightly steep. Good length
of upper arm, however it should be slightly better inclined. Very good hindquarter angulation. Steps wide
going with the hocks yet to fully firm. Should be more correct coming. Good top and underline. Stands

correct where the pasterns should be firmer. During movement shows very good overall gait with a firm
back. Good wither attention, good drive and good reach.
Absent
SIOBAHN GREYT ENCORE
Gavin Vom Hasenborn x Ch Vladimir Greyt Sensation
BABANGA SUSIE Q AZ
Ch Babanga Make My Day Ccd Az x Babanga Jerry Hall AZ

Open Bitch LSC
Gradings 1-3 Excellent
1st *CH. SIOBAHN GREYT TEMPTATION (AI) AZ
*Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can x *Ch Vladimir Greyt Sensation
3 yrs 9 mths 61.5cm Sable, very large. A bitch who shows considerable harmony. Feminine expressive and
strong. The eye could be a fraction darker. Well set neck, high wither, firm straight back, good lay of croup
that is just slightly short. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Very good top and underline. Stands
correct in front. Good overall physical development for her age with good overall proportions. Correct going
with good hock connection. Correct coming. She displays very fleeting movement, very good balance,
powerful drive, very good reach and good wither attention.
2nd FREMONT WILDEST DREAMS AZ
Veneze Lutz (Imp Uk) x Java Von Santamar (Imp Bel)
3 yrs 5 mths 59.5cm Black and gold, large, typey bitch, feminine and expressive. Good overall neck
carriage, good withers, firm back, croup is just slightly steep. Very good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Very good top and underline. Strong well-muscled thighs. Stands correct. Nearly correct going
with good hock connection. Correct coming. She develops a wide outreaching movement with very good
overall gaiting sequence and very good drive. The reach should be a little freer. Retains good overall
firmness.
3rd *CH BABANGA RAVEN AZ
Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can x Ch Babanga Niobi Az
2 yrs 11 mths 58.5cm Black and gold in change of coat. Feminine and expressive bitch where ideally the
mask could be a little darker and fuller. Normal withers, firm back, just slightly short, slightly steep croup.
The upper arm could be slightly better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Normal fore and under
chest development. Stands correct. Steps just slightly narrow going, nearly correct coming with elbows to
fully close. She exhibits a normal gaiting sequence with good wither attention. Shows good overall drive,
slightly restricted in her forereach and shows a natural joy to perform.

Challenge *CH. SIOBAHN GREYT TEMPTATION (AI) AZ

Reserve Challenge FREMONT WILDEST DREAMS AZ

LSC Males
Junior Dog LSC
Grading placings 1 – 2 Very Good
1st KADAMA DESTRUCTION IS COMING AZ
Juwika Destroyer x Karraine Hayleys Legacy
16 mths 64cm. Black and gold. Strong, well developed, masculine, expressive young male. Complimentary
mask. Well set neck carriage, good withers, firm back, and croup just slightly short. Very good forequarter
with well-developed prosternum. Good top and underline, very good hindquarter angulation with broad well
developed thighs. Good overall proportions. Stands correct in front. Steps just slightly wide with reasonable
hock connection for his age. Correct coming. He develops a very good outreach in movement, very good
drive, however the reach could be a little freer and the overall firmness of ligamentation should be firmer.
Very good 1
2nd FREMONT TURBO
Conhairean Karlos (Imp Uk) x Fremont I've Got The Magic
14 mths 66.5cm Very large, expressive young male of very good type. Fully extended black saddle,
medium eye colour. Very good neck and ear carriage. Very good wither, firm back that has a slight
tendency to roach. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good length of upper arm that should be a little more
inclined, good lay back of the shoulder. Very good proportions. Very good hindquarter angulation. Very
good underline, good over line. Very good length of foreleg very good length of bones. Slightly narrow
going, nearly correct coming. During movement he displays good vitality, good outreach in movement, very
good drive where the reach could be a little freer. Unfortunately, he has a tendency to roach over the
topline.
Very good 2

Intermediate Dog LSC
Gradings 1 Very Good
1st CONKASHA DESERT COBRA AZ
Asterhund Ozzie Anzac x Conkasha Dakota Star

2 yrs 4 mths 66cm Black and gold. Masculine with complimentary eye colour. Good withers, firm back,
croup should be ideally just slightly longer. The upper arm is of good length but should be better angled.
Very good hindquarter angulation with well developed, well-muscled thighs. Very good top and underline.
Normal fore and under chest development. Stands correct with firm pasterns. Steps slightly wide with good
hock connections. Correct coming with elbows yet to fully close. He exhibits very good ground covering
movement with very good reach and drive. Shows good overall harmony in his movement with very good
joy to perform.
Open Dog LSC
Grading 1-2 Excellent
1st CH BABANGA MR ANDERSON A Z BSCL 1
Gerry vom Schacher (Imp Deu) x Ch Babanga Fipsi

5 yrs 10 mths Double P1 Upper right 65cm Large, strong, very typey male, well coloured, well pigmented,
masculine. Preference for a slightly darker mask. Good eye colour. Expressive, well-set neck of good
length high wither, firm back. The length of croup is good however, slightly steep, very good fore and
hindquarter angulation. Very good proportions. Very good top and underline. Shows very good overall
structure of build. Steps just slightly narrow going with good hock connection, nearly correct coming. He
impresses for me on movement with very good dynamism with very good drive, very good transmission and
free reach.

2nd *SIOBAHN GREYT IMPACT AZ 2000756441
Ch. Eroica Catch Me If You Can x Ch. Vladimir Greyt Sensation
3 yrs 9 mths 66cm Sable male, very praiseworthy type, very large, very masculine. Expressive masculine
head. High withers, firm back, good lay of croup just a fraction longer. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulation. Very good top and underline. Still good overall proportions. Normal fore and under chest
development, stands correct in front. Steps correct with good hock connections. Nearly correct coming. He
demonstrates a very roomy gait, powerful drive, very good transmission through the back, with very good
firmness. However, and ideally the reach could be a little freer.

Challenge CH BABANGA MR ANDERSON A Z BSCL 1
Reserve Challenge *SIOBAHN GREYT IMPACT AZ

Best LSC CH BABANGA MR ANDERSON A Z BSCL 1
Runner Up Best LSC *CH. SIOBAHN GREYT TEMPTATION (AI) AZ

Stock Coat Bitches & Dogs
Junior Bitch
Gradings 1-5 Very Good
1st UHLMSDORF FRENCH VANILLA
Ch. Uhlmsdorf Black Douglas Az x Uhlmsdorf Blueberry Az
12 & ½ mths 59.5cm Black and gold well coloured, well pigmented. A bitch of very good solid general
construction. Dry and firm. She has some presence about her. Feminine expressive well set neck of good
length, high withers, firm back, croup is just slightly short with reasonable lay. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation; Very good top and underline. Very good length of foreleg. Steps just slightly close
and the hocks should be a fraction firmer. Correct coming. She exhibits a very good gaiting sequence, very
good overall firmness, very good drive and very good reach.
2nd BOSSFACE BOOM BOOM BABY
Fremont Watson x Bossface Riker
17 & 1/2 mths. 60.5cm Very large, black and gold, very good overall type. Well coloured, well pigmented
well-proportioned feminine and expressive. Good strength of head, well set ears. Very good neck length
and angle. High withers, firm straight back, slightly short steep croup. The upper arm should be a little more
inclined. Very good top and underline. Very good hindquarter angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Firm
and dry. Steps very wide going, correct coming elbows yet to fully close. She develops a wide outreaching
movement however the drive could be a little more powerful and the reach a little freer.

3rd BABANGA VANITY KILLS
Gerry Vom Schacher x Babanga Jerry Hall
13 mths 59.5 cm Black and gold, very good type overall. Feminine, expressive. Mask could be a little
darker and eye could be a shade darker as well. Well set neck, normal wither, firm back, slightly short,
slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. She shows very good overall
proportions. Very good top and underline. Stands correct in front where the pasterns should be a little
firmer. Steps narrow with slightly loose hocks. Just a slightly tendency to toe in coming. She exhibits good
ground covering movement, good drive, good reach and the back remains firm.
4th KINGVALE MAXIMUM IMPACT
Hausillevon Garmin x Kingvale My Hearts Keeper
14 mths 60 cm Black and gold, well coloured, well pigmented, firm and dry. Feminine. The eye could be a
shade darker, normal wither, firm back, the croup is of a reasonable lay, just slightly short. Good fore and
under chest development for her age. Good top and underline. The upper arm is of good length just should
be slightly more inclined. Stands correct in front. Steps nearly correct going, correct coming with elbows yet
to fully close. In movement, shows good ground cover, sufficiently strong in the hindquarter drive with good
reach but ideally she should show a little more enthusiasm in her task.
5th KINGVALE MAXIMUM EFFECT
Hausillevon Garmin x Kingvale My Hearts Keeper
14 mths 59.5 cm Black and gold Feminine, expressive, eye could be a little darker. Normal wither firm back,
croup slightly short and slightly steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Still shows good
overall proportions. Good top and underline. Should stand a little more correct. Steps very narrow going

with hocks yet to firm, should be a little more correct coming. The movement is balanced she retains good
overall firmness. The drive should be stronger and the reach a little more expansive just tends to flatten out
over the topline.
44 FREMONT MYSTIQUE
Conbhiarean Karlos (Imo Uk) x Fremont I’ve Got The Magic
ABSENT

Intermediate Bitch
GRADINGS

All VERY GOOD

1st. SADRIA RUSSIAN STORM
*Veneze Lutz x *Sadria Storm Queen
22 mths 59 cm Black and gold, typey bitch of medium strength. A bitch with good femininity. Correct ear
carriage, well set neck of good length. High wither, firm, straight back, good mould of the croup just slightly
short. Good length of the upper arm but it should be more inclined. Very good top and underline. Very good
hindquarter angulation with broad well-developed thighs. Still good overall proportions. Stands correct in
front. Steps just slightly wide going, good hock connection. Correct coming. She exhibits very energetic
movement, very good drive and reach, very good overall firmness with much ground cover.
2nd CH. VLADIMIR ME ME IM FIRST
Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag x Ch. Vladimir Greys Thnew Black
22 months. 59.5cm Sable, large. A bitch that shows a pleasantly overall correct construction. Very
expressive and feminine. Well set neck, high withers, firm straight back, good lay of the croup that could be
a little longer. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Broad thighs. Very good top and underline. A
bitch of still good overall proportions. Stands correct in front. Steps a little narrow going, nearly correct
coming with elbows yet to fully close. She develops far reaching, powerful gait with good overall firmness.
3rd. KARABACH PINCH OF PEPPER AZ
Ch. Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) x Sadria Tillys Pepper
18 mths 58cm Black and gold, above medium size, medium strong bitch. Firm, dry and expressive bitch
with good femininity. Good eye colour, well set neck, good withers, firm back, croup is just slightly steep
just and slightly short. She has very good fore-chest for her age the under chest should be slightly longer.
Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Well coloured and she has a good calmness about her. Correct
coming with elbows yet to fully close. She steps quite narrow with the hocks yet to fully firm. Flowing
ground covering movement with very effective drive, good reach and good overall firmness.
4th. KEVGAR DREAMY LOLA AZ
*Sensen Mann Yokon (Imp Deu) x *Kevgar Awesome Material Girl Az
19 mths 59cm Large, still very good overall type, feminine and expressive. Normal withers, firm back, croup
is slightly short and slightly steep. The saddle could be a little stronger in colour. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation. Good top and underline. Normal fore and under chest development for her age with
good overall proportions. Good length of foreleg and she stands correct in front. She steps narrow going,

nearly correct coming. She shows an overall balance of movement with good reach and drive where the
back remains firm, the ears could be a fraction firmer during movement.
5th. BOSSFACE TOO MUCH HEAVEN
*Bossface Barack x Bossface Shimmer
2 yrs 10 mths 59cm. Black and gold, large, still very good overall type, in change of coat. Feminine
expressive bitch. Firm and dry. Well set neck that runs into normal withers, firm back, and slightly short
croup. Good overall proportions, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Very good over and
underline with very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Steps wide going, nearly correct coming.
She exhibits very good overall movement, where the back remains firm, just a slight tendency to flatten out.
6th DELLAHUND MIDORI AZ
*Hausillevon Garmin x Dellahund Hyland Dancer
19 mths 62cm Very large, good strength of head where the masking should be stronger and the eye a little
more complimentary. Normal withers slight indentation behind, firm straight back, with just slightly short,
slightly steep croup. The upper arm is of reasonable length but should be better angled. Good top and
under line. Good hindquarter angulation. Very good length of foreleg. Steps narrow going with slightly long
hocks, correct coming. The movement overall is well balanced and she shows good enthusiasm but both
the reach and the drive should be more pronounced.
ABSENT
48 *SHARDON UNDER MY SPELL AZ
*Ch Arkon Vom Altenberger-Land Ipo3 x *Shardon Tranquility Az
49 *FREUNDHUND XINXIN FOR FAITH JCAZ BS DMCLEAR
Veneze Lutz (Imp Uk) x Durnstein Divine Miss M Et Bscl1 A Z

Open Bitch
Gradings

1-3 Excellent 4- Very good

1st. *AUST CH FREEVALE INNER BEAUTY AZ
*Toby Von Der Plassenburg (Imp Deu) x *Ch Jonkahra Simply Irresistible Az
60.5cm
2 yrs 6 mths 60cm Large, very typey bitch who presents a very pleasing picture in stance. Very clean lines.
A bitch who is very well knit overall. Very expressive and feminine where the eye could be a little darker.
Well set neck flowing into high withers, firm back and good croup. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulation. Very good proportions, very clean under and over line. Well coloured and well pigmented.
Steps just slightly narrow going, good coming. She possesses a very natural and enduring enthusiasm to
move with very good reach and powerful drive via a very firm back.
2nd SUPREME CH. *VLADIMIR JUST A FLIRT AZ
*Toby v d Plassenburg x Ch. *Vladimir Flirtacious
4 yrs 8 mths 60.5cm Sable bitch, large, shows a very good overall general conformation. She is expressive
and feminine with a well set neck, good withers, firm back, just slightly short, slightly steep croup. Very
good fore and hindquarter angulation with broad well-developed thighs. Very good top and underline,
normal under-chest development Steps just slightly wide, correct coming. Flowing ground covering
movement with very good drive and very good reach. She maintains a very harmonious balance during that
exercise.

3rd *CONKASHA WILD DANCER AZ
*Dellahund Party Prize Az x Conkasha Danish Mist AZ
5 yrs 10 mths 60cm Black and gold, large, feminine and expressive with good eye colour. Well set neck
flowing into normal withers, firm back, where the croup should be just a little longer. Good length of upper
arm, however it should be better angled. Despite the underline she has a firm overline. Slightly stretched
proportions. For her age she shows very good length of bones and today she is presented in change of
coat. Steps wide with loose long hocks. Nearly correct coming. She displays very wide far reaching
movement with very good drive and good reach. The topline remains firm.
4th. FREEMONT MORTAL SIN
Ch *As Du Domaine Du Val D'aulnoy x *Vladimir Envy Is A Sin
5 yrs 60.5cm Sable with light gold markings. Very good overall type. Good feminine head where the eye
could be a little more complimentary. Good ear set. Good length and angle of neck, normal withers slight
indentation behind, firm straight back just slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore chest development
and normal under chest. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly wide with good hock
connections. Correct coming. She exhibits a spacious movement with effective thrust and good reach via a
firm back.
ABSENT
*KEVGAR AWESOME MATERIAL GIRL AZ
*Homer Von Amasis (Imp Ita) x *Dellahund Asgoodas Madonna AZ
*GLENBALA VIVA LAMOUR
Ch. *Labo Vom Schollweiher Sch1. Ipo3 (Imp Deu) x Ch. Glenbala Regal Venus Hics Hsas Et

Challenge Bitch *AUST CH FREEVALE INNER BEAUTY AZ
Reserve Challenge SUPREME CH. VLADIMIR JUST A FLIRT AZ

Stock Coat Males
Junior Dog
Gradings

1-4 Very good

1st NIKOBISHUNDE HAAKON
*Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag x *Ch Nikobishunde Auspicious Amelia Az Bscl 1
17 mths 64.5cm Very good type, well above medium size, medium strong, masculine head. Good eye
colour. Very well coloured male. Stands with a high wither with a slight indentation behind, firm back with
good lay of croup that is just slightly short. The upper arm should be better angled and slightly longer. Very
good hindquarter angulation, with broad thighs Good fore and under chest development for his age with
very good length of the bones. Stands correct in front. Steps narrow with reasonable hock connections,
nearly correct coming with elbows to finally firm. Shows good energy very good drive, good reach and good
wither attention.
2nd HAUSILLEVON REY
*Hausillevon Garmin x *Andacht Raz N Reina
16 mths 64 cm. Black and gold has very good overall colourisation, still masculine and expressive. The top
right ear tips backwards due to an accident. Could be just a little longer in neck, good withers slight

indentation behind, straight back, short steep croup. The upper arm should be slightly longer and slightly
better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Normal fore and underchest development for his age (in
change of coat). Steps wide going with slightly loose hocks, correct coming. Exhibits energetic movement
with good reach and very good drive where the back remains firm.
3rd KADAMA ATAGO AZ
*Juwika Destroyer x Karraine Hayleys Legacy
15 mths 65cm Black and gold large masculine young male. Medium eye. High withers, firm back, just
slightly short croup. The upper arm should be a little more angled. Very good hindquarter angulation.
Stands firm and dry with good overall proportions and good fore and under chest development for his age.
Stands correct in front, steps wide going with slightly loose hocks, correct coming. His movement is well
balanced the drive is effective the reach is good however he displays slight tendency to level out whilst
gaiting.
4th CONKASHA BLACK SPIRIT
*Sensen Mann Yokon x *Conkasha Wild Dancer
17 mths 67cm Black and gold, very large, still masculine, expressive. Well set neck that could be a fraction
longer, normal wither, firm straight back, just slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation. Normal fore and under chest development for his age. Good top and underline
stands correct in front. Steps just slightly narrow going should be a little more correct coming (has a slightly
tendency to toe in whilst coming). He shows effective overall movement where the drive could be a little
more powerful, the reach a little freer and ears a little firmer whilst moving.
Intermediate Dog
Gradings

1-4 Very Good

st

1 KARABACH PERFECT STORM AZ
Ch. *Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) x *Sadria Tillys Pepper
19 mths 65 cm Very typical young male firm and dry, masculine and expressive. Correct ear carriage, well
set neck, high withers, firm straight back, the croup is just slightly short and slightly steep. Very good fore
and hindquarter angulation. Well-knit young male, well-proportioned who presents a pleasing picture.
Stands correct in front. Steps just slightly wide going with reasonable hock connection. Correct coming,
with good elbow connection. He demonstrates powerful roomy movement, very effective drive, maintains
very good wither retention and the back remains absolutely firm.
2nd. *ILIANO VON JUVENISTY HD/ED (IMP NLD)
*Sky Vom Altenberger-Land Ipo 3 x *Romy Von Der Ramonjahoeve Ipo1
2yrs 3 mths 65cm Black and gold, large dog of very good type. Masculine, expressive with normal ear
carriage. Well set neck of good length, high withers, firm back with good mould of croup just slightly short.
Very good fore and hindquarter angulation with good fore and under-chest development for his age. Very
clean top and underline. Firm and dry. Stands correct in front. Steps narrow and the hocks should be
firmer, correct coming. In movement shows very fleeting ground covering movement, very good drive and
reach where the back remains firm.
3rd *KHAYEM REVELATION AZ
*Labo Vom Schollweiher (Imp Deu) x *Khayem Je Ne Sais Quoi Az

23 mths 64.5cm Richly coloured, young male of very good type firm and dry. Masculine enough.
Expressive. Normal wither, slight indentation behind, straight back, slightly short croup with good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation very good overall proportions. Normal fore and under chest development.
Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly wide going nearly correct coming with
elbows yet to fully close. He shows very scopey movement very good drive and reach maintains a very
good wither line, the ears should be firmer whilst moving.
4th *SHARDON ULTIMATE FORCE
*Arkon Vom Alternberger Land (Imp Deu) x *Shardon Tranquility
2 yrs 2 mths 65cm Black and gold, large, well coloured and well pigmented male eye could be fraction
darker. Well set neck that is slightly short good withers, firm back just slightly short croup. Good
forequarter angulation, very good hindquarter angulation. Normal fore and under chest development. Still
good proportions. Stands correct where the pasterns could ideally be a little firmer. Steps slightly wide
going but the hocks remain firm, correct coming. The movement is ground covering, however the drive
should be more effective and the reach a little freer. He should have a little more energy.
ABSENT
78. LINDENELM FINN SEBASTIAN AZ
06 Sep 2017

Bred By: Jan Kenny

Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag(Imp Deu) x *Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne Az

Open Dog
GRADINGS

1-5 Excellent

6 Very good

1st *LAGO GIOTTO AZ
*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche aED x * Babenberg Jasmina AZ
3 yrs 6 mths 65cm A male with much type, very good general harmony of build masculine and expressive.
Well set neck, high withers, firm back, the croup could be just a little more inclined. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation. He is well proportioned with very good fore and under chest development. Very
good length of bones. He stands correct in front. The dog stands with presence. Correct coming nearly
correct going. Powerful very far reaching movement. Powerful drive very good transmission through the
back, very good freedom of fore reach.
2nd *CH UHLMSDORF JACK BLACK AZ
*Juwika Destroyer aED Imp Den x *Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne Az
3 yrs 1 mth 64.5cm Above medium size, medium strong dog who overall is very pleasingly correct. Well
coloured, well pigmented. Masculine, very expressive, very good ear carriage. Very good length and angle
of the neck, high withers, firm straight back, the croup is just slightly steep. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulation. Very clean over and underline with good overall proportions. He is well knit. Normal fore and
under chest development. Stands correct (in change of coat). Correct coming and going. Powerful, far
reaching movement, powerful hind thrust with very good transmission through the back. Very good freedom
of fore reach. A very good individual.

3rd *CH. JAYSHELL NEBRASKA AZ
Ch *Fremont Hells Bells AZ x Ch *Jayshell Winona AZ
3 yrs 7 mths Double P1 upper left 65cm Large, above medium strong, masculine dog with good ear
carriage. Good withers, well set neck slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good length of upper arm that
should be a bit more inclined. Very good hindquarter angulation with good breadth of thigh. Just sufficient
under chest development. Stands correct in front with good overall top and underline. Steps nearly correct
going, correct coming. Exhibits very good ground covering movement with effective drive, good forereach
and a very good enthusiasm to perform.
4th *BHUACHAILLE YESSAIDFRED (AI) AZ
*Homer Von Amasis (Imp Ita) x *Bhuachille Risky Business
3 yrs 3 mths 65cm Large, above medium strong, masculine dog with good expression high withers firm
back croup could be slightly longer good length of upper arm that should be better angled very good
hindquarter angulation. Normal fore and under chest development, very good length of bones. Stands
correct, steps slightly wide going with reasonable hock connection. Good ground covering movement good
reach and drive however the topline could be a little firmer.
5th * CONKASHA NEW DIRECTION ‘A’Z’
Sundaneka Thunda Downunda (Iid) x Conkasha Destinies Child
4 yrs 66 cm Strong head, medium eye, normal withers, firm back, the croup line should be more correct.
Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Still good proportions overall, well developed under chest.
Stands correct where the pasterns should be a great deal firmer. He steps slightly wide with slightly long
hocks, correct coming. Exhibits good overall movement with good reach and drive but should show a little
more enthusiasm.

6th CH TOUJOUR BEAU THUNDER STORM
Ch Scherzar Lutz x Incavale Calypso Storm
5yr 5 mths 64cm Well above medium size, medium strong. Good body substantiality. Well defined black
saddle. Masculine. The eye could be a little darker but still expressive. Normal wither, firm back, croup is
slightly short and slightly steep. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Just firm top line, firm
underline. Well-developed. Stands correct in front. Steps slightly close with good hock connection, correct
coming. Ideally he should be carrying a little less condition. He displays normal balanced movement,
whereby the drive should be more powerful, the reach freer and he should be firmer overall.
ABSENT
81. *RUDY VOM HAUS EDMOND
Vaiko Vom Suentelstein x Inga Von Haus Edmond
83. *FREMONT WATSON
Fremont Hells Bells x Java Von Santamar
88. *KANTENNA ALEJANDRO. ‘A’ ‘Z’
*Misteishah Fletcher ‘A’ ‘Z’ x *Kantenna Mystique ‘A’ ‘Z’
Challenge Dog
*LAGO GIOTTO AZ
Reserve
*CH UHLMSDORF JACK BLACK AZ
Best Stock Coat
*LAGO GIOTTO AZ
Runner Up Best Stock Coat *CH UHLMSDORF JACK BLACK AZ

Best in Show

*LAGO GIOTTO AZ

Runner Up Best in Show

*CH UHLMSDORF JACK BLACK AZ

